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THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
The Israel Lobby’s Hidden Hand in the Theft of
Iraqi and Syrian Oil

KIRKUK, IRAQ — “We want to bring our soldiers home. But we did
leave soldiers because we’re keeping the oil,” President Trump stated
on November 3, before adding, “I like oil. We’re keeping the oil.” Pg 17

The Crazy Events Of The Past Month And What
They Mean For 2020

In a world without constant manipulation and disinformation most
economic and geopolitical events would happen spontaneously and
randomly. Things would be more unexpected, but at least they would
make life fascinating and interesting, and often there would be positive
outcomes. Unfortunately, this is not the world we live in. Our world is
highly micro-managed by global elites with a rather broad if not
clichéd agenda. This makes most events highly predictable, as each
event services a singular end game. Pg 7-11

Washington Post Revelations Only Part of the
Story
The Washington Post has recently published a series of articles
detailing its long battle to obtain United States government documents
relating to the decision to invade Afghanistan in 2001. The
Washington Post story has been picked up by a number of news
organisations around the world. Insofar as these revelations confirm
what has long been known or suspected, that the United States
invasion of Afghanistan in October 2001 was based on faulty or nonexistent intelligence, that confirmation is welcome. Pg 11-12

The “Afghanistan Papers”:
Deep State narrative
management
The Big Reveal for the Washington
Post this week is the release of the
Afghanistan Papers. A series of
interviews and documents “compiled
in secret” and then the subject of a
“legal challenge” from the US
government. Pg 13-14

Statement Analysis: Prince
Andrew Interview

Peter Hyatt is a Statement Analyst and
instructor who teaches statement
analysis and analytical interviewing to
law enforcement and corporate
America. He has authored the
investigator training manual for
DHHS, State of Maine, as well as the
book Wise As a Serpent; Gentle as a
Dove. Pg 14

Additional Articles
“Sin Taxes” and Orwellian
Methods of Compliance that
Feed the Government’s Greed: Pg
14-19

WESTERN LEADERS, SCREW
YOUR ‘SANCTIONS TARGET
THE REGIME’ BLATHER:
SANCTIONS KILL PEOPLE: Pg
19-21
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The Israel Lobby’s
Hidden Hand in the
Theft of Iraqi and
Syrian Oil
Source:
https://www.mintpressnews.com/israellobby-helped-stolen-oil-iraqsyria/263327/

By Agha Hussain & Whitney
Webb
Though he had promised a
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
their illegal occupation of Syria,
Trump shocked many with his
blunt admission that troops were
being left behind to prevent
Syrian oil resources from being
developed by the Syrian
government and, instead, kept in
the hands of whomever the U.S.
deemed fit to control them, in
this case, the U.S.-backed
Kurdish-majority militia known
as the Syrian Democratic Forces
(SDF).

door deals with major regional
implications.

(https://en.globes.co.il/en/articleisrael-buys-most-oil-smuggled-fromisis-territory-report-1001084873),

who used Kurdish-controlled
Indeed, the Israel lobby-led
effort to have the U.S. facilitate Kirkuk to sell oil in areas of Iraq
the sale of Syrian oil to Israel is and Syria under its control. To
do this in ISIS-controlled
not an isolated incident given
that, just a few years ago, other territories of Iraq, the oil was
sent first to the Kurdish city of
individuals connected to the
Zakho near the Turkey border
same pro-Israel lobby groups
and then into Turkey,
and Zionist neoconservatives
deceptively labeled as oil that
manipulated both U.S. policy
originated from Iraqi Kurdistan.
and Iraq’s Kurdish Regional
Government (KRG) in order to ISIS did nothing to impede the
KRG’s own oil exports even
allow Iraqi oil to be sold to
though they easily could have
Israel without the approval of
given that the Kirkuk-Ceyhan
the Iraqi government. These
export pipeline passed through
designs, not unlike those that
continue to unfold in Syria, were areas that ISIS had occupied for
years.
in service to longstanding
neoconservative and Zionist
In retrospect, and following
efforts to balkanize Iraq by
revelations from Wikileaks
strengthening the KRG and
(https://wikileaks.org/podestaweakening Baghdad.
emails/emailid/48234#efmAFQAMfAZ
7AdiAltApA) and new information

After the occupation of Iraq’s
regarding the background of
Nineveh Governorate by ISIS
(June 2014-October 2015), the relevant actors, it has been
Kurdistan Regional Government revealed that much of the covert
maneuvering behind the scenes
(KRG) took advantage of the
that enabled this scenario
Iraqi military’s retreat and,
amidst the chaos, illegally seized intimately involved the United
Kirkuk on June 12. Their claim States’ powerful pro-Israel
lobby. Now, with a similar
to the city was supported by
scenario unfolding in Syria,
both the U.S. and Israel and,
efforts by the U.S.’ Israel lobby
later, the U.S.-led coalition
to manipulate U.S. foreign
targeting ISIS. This gave the
KRG control, not only of Iraq’s policy in order to shift the flow
of hydrocarbons for Israel’s
export pipeline to Turkey’s
Ceyhan port, but also to Iraq’s benefit can instead be seen as a
pattern of behavior, not an
largest oil fields.
isolated incident.

Though Trump himself received
all of the credit — and the scorn
— for this controversial new
policy, what has been left out of
the media coverage is the fact
that key players in the U.S.’ proIsrael lobby played a major role
in its creation with the purpose
of selling Syrian oil to the state
of Israel. While recent
developments in the Syrian
conflict may have hindered such
a plan from becoming reality, it Israel imported massive amounts
of oil from the Kurds during this “Keep the oil” for Israel
nonetheless offers a telling
example of the covert role often period, all without the consent of
Baghdad. Israel was also the
After recent shifts in the Trump
played by the U.S.’ pro-Israel
lobby in shaping key elements of largest customer of oil sold by administration in its Syria
policy, U.S. troops have
U.S. foreign policy and closed- ISIS
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controversially been kept in
never charged for his role after
Syria to “keep the oil,” with U.S. the intervention of his superiors
military officials subsequently at the State Department in the
claiming that doing so was “a
George W. Bush administration.
subset of the counter-ISIS
mission.” However, Secretary of
Defense Mark Esper later
claimed
(https://www.latimes.com/worldnation/story/2019-11-04/trump-syriaoil-problems) that another factor

claimed that Satterfield had
“acted within his authority” in
leaking classified information to
an individual working to
advance the interests of a foreign
government. Richard Armitage,
a neoconservative ally with a
long history of ties to CIA covert
operations in the Middle East
and elsewhere, has since claimed
that he was one of Satterfield’s
main defenders in conversations
with the FBI during this time
when he was serving as Deputy
Secretary of State.

behind U.S. insistence on
guarding Syrian oil fields was to
prevent the extraction and
subsequent sale of Syrian oil by
David Satterfield, left, arrives in
either the Syrian government or
Baghdad
with Secretary of State Mike
Russia.
Pompeo, right, and Joey Hood, May 7, The other government official
named in the indictment, former
2019. Mandel Ngan | AP
One key, yet often overlooked,
Pentagon official Lawrence
player behind the push to
In 2005, federal prosecutors
Franklin, was not so lucky and
prevent a full U.S. troop
cited a U.S. government official was charged under the
withdrawal in Syria in order to as having illegally passed
Espionage Act in 2006.
“keep the oil” was current U.S. classified information
Satterfield, instead of being
ambassador to Turkey, David
(https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/franklin0805. censured for his role in leaking
Satterfield. Satterfield was
pdf) to Steve Rosen, then
sensitive information to a
previously the assistant secretary working for AIPAC, who then foreign government, was
of state for Near Eastern Affairs, passed that information to the
subsequently promoted in 2006
where he yielded great influence Israeli government. That
to serve as the Coordinator for
over U.S. policy in both Iraq and classified information included Iraq and Senior Adviser to thenSyria and worked closely with intelligence on Iran and the
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Brett McGurk, the former
nature of U.S.-Israeli
Rice.
Deputy Assistant Secretary of
intelligence sharing. Subsequent
State for Iraq and Iran and later media reports from the New
In addition to his history of
special presidential envoy for the York Times and other outlets
leaking classified information to
U.S.-led “anti-ISIS” coalition. revealed that this government
AIPAC, Satterfield also has a
official was none other than
longstanding relationship with
Over the course of his long
David Satterfield, who was then the Washington Institute for
diplomatic career, Satterfield has serving as Principal Deputy
Near East Policy, a controversial
been known to the U.S.
Assistant Secretary for Near East spin-off of AIPAC also known
government as an Israeli
Affairs.
by its acronym WINEP.
intelligence asset embedded in
WINEP’s website has long listed
the U.S. State Department.
Charges against Rosen, as well Satterfield as one of its experts
Indeed, Satterfield was named as as his co-conspirator and fellow and Satterfield has spoken at
a major player in what is now
AIPAC employee Keith
several WINEP events and
known as the AIPAC espionage Weissman, were dropped in
policy forums, including several
scandal, also known as the
2009 and no charges were levied after his involvement with the
Lawrence Franklin espionage
against Satterfield after State
AIPAC espionage scandal
scandal, although he was oddly Department officials shockingly became public knowledge.
2
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However, despite his
longstanding and controversial
ties to the U.S. pro-Israel lobby,
Satterfield’s current relationship
with some elements of that
lobby, such as the Zionist
Organization of America (ZOA),
is complicated at best.
While Satterfield’s role in yet
another reversal of a promised
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
Syria has largely escaped media
scrutiny, another individual with
deep ties to the Israel lobby and
Syrian “rebel” groups has also
been ignored by the media,
despite his outsized role in
taking advantage of this new
U.S. policy for Israel’s benefit.

US Israel Lobby secures
deal with Kurds
Earlier this year, well before
Trump’s new Syria policy of
“keeping the oil” had officially
taken shape, another individual
with deep ties to the U.S. Israel
lobby secured a lucrative
agreement with U.S.-backed
Kurdish groups in Syria. An
official document (https://alakhbar.com/ArticleFiles/201971511120
56636987498800565178.pdf) issued

Per the document, the SDC
formally accepted the offer from
Kahana’s company — Global
Development Corporation
(GDC) — to represent SDC in
all matters pertaining to the sale
of oil extracted in territory it
controls and also grants GDC
“the right to explore and
develop oil that is located in
areas we govern.”

the Assad regime.”
At the time, Kahana also stated
that “the moment the Trump
administration gives its
approval, we can begin to
export this oil at fair prices.”

Given that Kahana has openly
confirmed that he is representing
the SDC’s oil business shortly
after Trump’s adoption of the
The document also states that
controversial “keep the oil
the amount of oil then being
policy,” it seems plausible that
produced in SDC-controlled
Kahana has now received the
areas was 125,000 barrels per
approval needed for his
day and that they anticipated that company to export the oil on
this would increase to 400,000 behalf of the SDC. Several
barrels per day and that this oil media reports have speculated
is considered a foreign asset
that, if Kahana’s efforts go
under the control of the United forward unimpeded, the Syrian
States by the U.S. Department of oil will be sold to Israel.
the Treasury.
However, considering Turkey’s
After the document was made aversion to engaging in any
public by the Lebanese outlet
activities that may benefit the
Al-Akhbar, the SDC claimed
PKK-SDF – there are
that it was a forgery, even
considerable obstacles to
though Kahana had separately Kahana’s plans. While the SDF
confirmed its contents and
— along with assistance from
shared the letter itself to the Los U.S. troops — still controls
Angeles Times as recently as a several oil fields in Syria,
few weeks ago. Kahana
experts assert that they can only
previously attempted to distance realistically sell the oil to the
himself from the effort and told Syrian government. Not even the
the Israeli newspaper Israel
Iraqi Kurds are a candidate,
Hayom in July that he had made considering Baghdad’s firm
the offer to the SDC as means to control over the Iraq-Syria
prevent the “Assad regime” of border and the KRG’s weakened
Syria from obtaining revenue
state after its failed
from the sale of Syrian oil.
independence bid in late 2017.

earlier this year by the Syrian
Democratic Council (SDC), the
political arm of the Kurdish
majority and U.S.-backed Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF), a
New Jersey-based company,
founded and run
"The Kurds currently hold 11 oil
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/motikahana-7221ab176/) by U.S.-Israeli wells in an area controlled by
dual citizen Mordechai “Motti” the [Syrian] Democratic Forces.
Kahana, was given control of the The overwhelming majority of
oil in territory held by the SDC. Syrian oil is in that area. I don’t
want this oil reaching Iran, or
3

Regardless, Kahana’s
involvement in this affair is
significant for a few reasons.
First, Kahana has been a key
player in the promotion and
funding of radical groups in
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Syria and has even been caught to establish a “safe zone” in
hiring
Southern Syria as a means of
(https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/2 covertly expanding Israel’s
0151125-rebel-linked-israeliterritory from the occupied
businessman-has-syrian-jewsGolan Heights and into
kidnapped/) so-called “rebels” to Quneitra.
kidnap Syrian Jews and take
them to Israel against their will. Notably, Kahana has deep ties
It was Kahana, for instance, who — not just to efforts to
financed and orchestrated the
overthrow the Syrian
now infamous trip of the late
government — but also to U.S.
Senator John McCain to Syria, Israel lobby, including the
where he met with Syrian
Washington Institute for Near
“rebels” including Khalid alEast Policy (WINEP) where
Hamad – a “moderate” rebel
Satterfield is as an expert. For
who gained notoriety after a
instance, Kahana was a key
video of him eating the heart of player in a 2013 symposium
a Syrian Army soldier went viral organized by WINEP along with
online
Syrian opposition groups
(http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest intimately involved in the

as well as the entire Republican
Party.

Though the machinations of
both Kahana and Satterfield to
guide U.S. policy in order to
manipulate the flow of Syria’s
hydrocarbons for Israel’s benefit
may seem shocking to some, this
same tactic of pro-Israel
lobbyists using the Kurds to
illegally sell a country’s oil to
Israel was developed a few years
prior, not in Syria, but Iraq.
Notably, the individuals
responsible for that policy in
Iraq shared connections to
several of the same pro-Israel
lobby organizations as both
Satterfield and Kahana,
/2013/05/14/khalid_al_hamad_syria_s
arming of so-called “rebels.”
suggesting that their recent
_cannibal_commander_says_he_has_o
One
of
the
other
participants
in
efforts in Syria are not an
ther_gruesome_videos.html).
the
symposium
alongside
isolated event, but a pattern.
McCain had also admitted
Kahana was Mouaz Moustafa,
meeting
War against ISIS is a war
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/john- director of the “Syrian
Emergency
Task
Force”
who
mccain-takes-unusual-secret-tripfor oil
syria/225257/) with ISIS members, assisted Kahana in bringing
though it is unclear if he did so McCain to Syria in 2013.
In an email
Moustafa was listed as a WINEP
on this trip or another trip to
(https://wikileaks.org/podestaexpert on the organization’s
Syria.
emails/emailid/48234#efmAFQAMfAZ
website but was later
7AdiAltApA) dated June 15, 2014,
In addition, Kahana was also the mysteriously deleted.
James Franklin Jeffrey (former
mastermind behind the “Caesar”
Ambassador to Iraq and Turkey
controversy, whereby a Syrian Kahana is also intimately
and current U.S. Special
using the pseudonym “Caesar” involved with the Israeli
Representative for Syria)
American Council (IAC), a pro- revealed to Stephen Hadley, a
was brought to the U.S. by
Israel lobby organization, as a former George Bush
Kahana and went on to make
team member of its national
claims regarding torture and
administration advisor then
conference. IAC was co-founded working at the governmentother crimes allegedly
and is chaired by Adam Milstein, funded United States Institute of
committed by the Assad-led
a multimillionaire and convicted Peace, his intent to advise the
government in Syria, claims
felon who is also on the boards KRG in order to sustain
which were later discredited
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2016/03/ of AIPAC, StandWithUs,
Kirkuk’s oil production. The
Birthright and other prominent plan, as Jeffery described it, was
05/exposed-the-caesar-fraud-thatundermined-syrian-peacepro-Israel lobby organizations. to supply both the Kurdistan
negotiations/) by independent
One of IAC’s top donors is
province with oil and allow the
analysts. He was also very
Sheldon Adelson, who is also
export of oil via Kirkuk-Ceyhan
involved in Israel’s failed efforts the top donor to President Trump
to Israel, robbing Iraq of its oil
4
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and strengthening the country’s was then employed by a
leadership. Co-founder
Kurdish region along with its
prominent arm of the U.S.’ pro- alongside Weinberg was Martin
regional government’s bid for
Israel lobby.
Indyk. Indyk, U.S. Ambassador
autonomy.
to Israel (1995-97) and Assistant
At the time of the email, Jeffrey Secretary of State for Near
Jeffrey, whose hawkish views on was serving as a distinguished Eastern Affairs (1997-99), led
Iran and Syria are well-known fellow (2013-2018) at WINEP. the AIPAC research time that
(https://ahtribune.com/us/maga/2634- As previously mentioned,
formed WINEP to escape the
james-jeffrey.html), mentioned that WINEP is a pro-Israel foreign
aforementioned investigations.
Brett McGurk, the U.S.’ main
policy think-tank that espouses
negotiator between Baghdad and neoconservative views and was WINEP has historically received
the KRG, was acting as his
created in 1985 by researchers funding from donors who donate
liaison with the KRG. McGurk, that had hastily left AIPAC to
to causes of special interest for
who had served in various
escape investigations
Zionism and Israel. Among its
capacities in Iraq under both
(https://original.antiwar.com/smith- trustees are extremely prominent
Bush and Obama, was then also grant/2012/10/05/spy-crisis-launched- names in political Zionism and
aipacs-think-tank/) against the
serving Deputy Assistant
funders of other Israel Lobby
Secretary of State for Iraq and organization that were related to organizations, such as Charles
Iran. A year later, he would be some of its members conducting and Edgar Bronfman and the
espionage on behalf of Israel.
made the special presidential
Chernicks. Its membership
AIPAC,
the
American
Israeli
envoy for the U.S.-led “antiremains dominated by
Public Affairs Committee, is the individuals who have spent their
ISIS” coalition and, as
previously mentioned, worked largest registered Israel lobbyist careers promoting Israeli
closely with David Satterfield. organization in the US (albeit
interests in the U.S.
registration under the Foreign
Agents Registration Act would WINEP has become more wellbe more suitable), and, in
known, and arguably more
addition to the 1985 incident that controversial, in recent years
led to WINEP’s creation, has
after its research director
had members indicted for
famously called for false-flag
espionage against the U.S. on
attacks to trigger a U.S. war with
Israel’s behalf.
Iran in 2012, statements wellaligned with longstanding
James Jeffrey, left, meets with Kurdish WINEP’s launch was funded by attempts by the Israel Lobby to
Regional Government President
former President of the Jewish bring about such a war.
Massoud Barzani, April 8, 2011, at an Federation of Los Angeles,
airport in Irbil, Iraq. Chip Somodevilla
Barbara Weinberg, who is its
A worthy partner in crime
| AP
founding president and constant
Jeffrey was then a private citizen Chairman Emerita. Nicknamed Stephen Hadley, another private
not currently employed by the ‘Barbi’, she is the wife of the
citizen who Jeffrey evidently
government and was used as a late Lawrence Weinberg who
considered as a partner in his
non-governmental channel in the was President of AIPAC from
covert dealings discussed in the
pursuit of the plans described in 1976-81 and who JJ Goldberg, emails, also has his own past of
the leaked emails published by author of the 1997 book Jewish involvement with Israel-specific
WikiLeaks. Jeffrey’s behind-the- Power, referred to as one of a
intrigues and meddling.
scenes activities with regards to select few individuals who
the KRG’s oil exports were done essentially dominated AIPAC
During the G.W. Bush
clandestinely, largely because he regardless of its elected
administration, Hadley tagged
5
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along with neoconservatives in neoconservatives, particularly confidently supplying Kurdish
their numerous creations of fake Richard Perle — an advisor to areas with Kirkuk’s oil per the
intelligence and efforts to
WINEP — who had been
plan laid out by Jeffrey in the
incriminate Iraq for possessing promoting regime change in Iraq aforementioned email. Baghdad
chemical and nuclear weapons. for Israel’s explicit benefit for soon became aware of the
Hadley was one of the promoters decades.
arrangement and lashed out at
from within the U.S.
Israel and Turkey, whose banks
government of the false claim
In short, for covert intrigues to were used by the KRG to receive
that 9/11 hijacker Mohammed serve Israel that would likely be the oil revenue from Israel.
Atta met with Iraqi officials in met with protest if pitched to the
Prague.
government for implementation One would normally expect ISIS
as policy, Hadley’s resume was to be opposed to such collusion
Hadley also worked with then- impressive.
given that the KRG, while a
Chief of Staff to the Vice
beneficiary of the ISIS-Baghdad
President, Lewis Libby — a
Israeli interests pursued conflict, was not an ally of ISIS.
neoconservative and former
through covert channels Thus, a foreign power with
lawyer for the Mossad-agent and
strategic ties to ISIS
billionaire Marc Rich — to
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/israel
Given his employment at
discredit a CIA investigation
-isis-revokes-citizenship/248179/)
WINEP during this time,
into claims of Iraq purchasing
used its close ties to the KRG
Jeffrey’s intent to advise the
yellowcake uranium from Niger.
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/theKRG to sustain Kirkuk’s oil
kurds-washingtons-weapon-of-massThat claim famously appeared in
production despite the seizure of destabilization-in-the-middleBush’s State of the Union
the Baiji oil refinery by ISIS is east/229586/) and assurances that
address in 2002.
somewhat suspect, especially
it was on-board for the oil trade,
since it required that 100,000
to deliver a credible guarantee
What this particular claim had in
barrels per day pass through
that ISIS would ‘cooperate’ and
common with the ‘Iraq meets
ISIS-controlled territory
that a boom in production and
Atta in Prague’ disinformation,
unimpeded.
exports was in the cards.
and other famous lies against
Iraq fabricated and circulated by
Jeffrey’s email from June 14,
the dense neocon network, was
therefore, demonstrated that he
its source: Israel and pro-Israel
had foreknowledge that ISIS
partisans.
would not disturb the KRG as
long as the Kurds redirected oil
The distribution network of
that was intended originally for
these now long-debunked claims
Baiji to the Kirkuk-Ceyhan
was none other than the
export pipeline, facilitating its
neoconservatives who act a
export and later sale to Israel.
veritable Israeli fifth column that
has long sought to promote
Notably, up until its liberation in
Israeli foreign policy objectives
mid-2015 by the Iraqi
as being in the interest of the
government and aligned Shia
United States. In this, Hadley
paramilitaries, ISIS kept the
played his part by helping to
refinery running and, only upon
ensure that the United States was
their retreat, destroyed the
railroaded into a war that had
facility.
long been promoted by both
Israeli and American
In July 2014, the KRG began
6

This foreign power — acting as
a guarantor for the ISIS-KRG
understanding vis-a-vis the
illegal oil economy, represented
by Jeffrey and clearly not on
good terms with Iraq’s
government — was quite clearly
Israel.
Israel established considerable
financial support
(https://imemc.org/article/israelattacks-syrian-positions-protects-alnusra-terror-hordes-in-the-occupiedgolan/) as well as the provision of

armaments to other extremist
terrorist groups active near the
border between the Israelioccupied Golan Heights and
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Southern Syria when war first
broke out in Syria in 2011. At
least four of these extremist
groups were led by individuals
with direct ties to Israeli
intelligence
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/israel

only in terms of sustaining U.S.
financial aid to Israel and
ratcheting up tensions with
Israel’s adversaries but also in
sh-connection-israel-isis-destabilize- facilitating the more covert
iran/229745/). More recently,
aspects of U.S.-Israeli
Israel was the only state to
cooperation and the
support the KRG independence implementation of policies that
-evacuated-mossad-linked-rebelsduring-white-helmet-rescue/246280/). referendum in September 2017 favor Israel.
These same groups, sometimes despite its futility, hinting at the
promoted as ‘moderates’ by
regard Israel holds for the KRG. Yet the role played by the U.S.
some media, were actively
Iraq’s government subsequently Israel lobby in this capacity,
fighting Syria’s government – an militarily defeated the KRG’s
particularly in terms of
enemy of Israel and ally of Iran push for statehood and reclaimed orchestrating oil sale agreements
– before ISIS existed and
Kirkuk’s oil fields with
for Israel’s benefit, is hardly
eagerly partnered with ISIS
assistance from the Shia
exclusive to Iraq and can
(http://www.judicialwatch.org/wpparamilitaries which were
accurately be described as a
content/uploads/2015/05/Pg.-291-Pgs.- responsible for defeating ISIS in repeated pattern of behavior.
287-293-JW-v-DOD-and-State-14the area.
812-DOD-Release-2015-04-10-finalversion11.pdf) when it expanded

its campaign into Syria.
Furthermore, Israeli officials
have publicly admitted
(https://www.newsweek.com/isisfighters-regret-attacking-israelapologize-defense-minister-591020)

Iraq’s Kurds with weapons,
training and teams of Mossad
advisers as far back as the 1960s
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/kurdi

This arrangement orchestrated
by Jeffrey, served the long-time
neoconservative-Israeli agenda
of empowering the Kurds,
selling Iraqi oil to Israel and
weakening Iraq’s Baghdad-based
government.

maintaining regular
communication with ISIS cells
in Southern Syria and have
publicly expressed their desire
that ISIS not be defeated
(https://www.almasdarnews.com/articl

The Crazy Events
Of The Past Month
And What They
Mean For 2020
Source:
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/12/t
he-crazy-events-of-the-past-monthand-what-they-mean-for-2020.html

WINEP’s close association with
AIPAC, which has spied on the
U.S. on behalf of Israel several
By Brandon Smith
times in the past with no
consequence, combined with
The only aspect of our system
Jeffrey’s
long-time
acquaintance
that is not predictable is timing.
e/israeli-intelligence-chief-not-wantwith
key
U.S.
figures
in
Iraq,
isis-defeat-syria/) in the country. In
In the liberty movement we can
Libya, Israeli Mossad operatives such as McGurk, provided an
predict with relative certainty
ideal
opening
for
Israel
in
Iraq.
have been found embedded
future trends and outcomes, but
Following the implementation of one thing we have to consider is
within ISIS
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/isis- Jeffrey’s plan, Israeli imports of that the more effective we are at
commander-captured-libya-revealed- KRG oil constituted 77 percent exposing the plans of the
mossad-agent/231863/), suggesting of Israel’s total oil imports
globalists the more they will
that Israel has covert but definite during the KRG’s occupation of attempt to either stall or expedite
Kirkuk.
ties with the group outside of
the timing of their agenda in the
Syria as well.
hopes of encouraging doubt and
The WINEP connection to the uncertainty.
Israel has also long promoted the KRG-Israel oil deal
independence of Iraqi Kurdistan, demonstrates the key role played Pyschopathic people tend to
by the U.S. pro-Israel Lobby, not have an obsession with the
with Israel having provided
7
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concept of surprise. They love to Since the trade war between the working towards a legitimate
ambush. They hate when their US and China began I have been diplomatic compromise with
carefully crafted schemes are
warning (https://www.altChina. Finally, people are
market.com/articles/3407-world-warmade obvious by intelligent
beginning to understand that the
observation because they operate iii-will-be-and-economic-war) that all trade war is Kabuki theater and
on the assumption that they are is not what it seems, and that the nothing more.
always the smartest people in the trade war is not meant to be
room. In military lingo, this is won, only perpetuated for as
As it stands, the Phase 1
called being inside someone’s long as possible. The endless
agreement is not an agreement at
cycle
of
“deal”
announcements
OODA Loop; which means
all. Last time I checked, in
always being a step ahead of the followed by deal fallout
diplomacy, business and sales,
followed
by
renewed
deal
planning and foresight of those
the goal is always to get
optimism has conditioned the
you want to conquer.
agreements in writing as quickly
Psychopaths desperately angle to public to assume that all market as possible along with some
movements and the economy at assurances that the deal will be
achieve this constant state of
large are tied to the success or honored. Verbal agreements and
superiority.
failure of Trump’s trade war.
half measures are a recipe for
Of course, the problem for these This is exactly what the
disaster. Phase 1 is designed to
establishment
wants.
personality types is that they
fail.
have very little imagination or
ingenuity, and are often robotic If the masses are focused on the Phase 1 will not be put in
in their responses and strategies. trade war, they might completely writing and signed, at least, not
Understand one psychopath and forget about the enormous
by Trump or Xi. The details are
financial
bubble
that
central
you essentially understand them
still murky, tariffs are not being
all. Once again, as long as you banks like the Federal Reserve rolled back in any meaningful
created through nearly ten years way, and China’s promise to
know what they want, they
of stimulus. They might also
become predictable. The only
quadruple their agricultural
completely
forget
that
the
Fed
way for them to surprise us is by
purchases from the US in 2020
changing what they want, and deliberately popped that bubble is unlikely to be fulfilled. China
they aren’t going to do that. All in 2018 using fiscal tightening has already diversified their food
they will do is delay or distract. policies and removing liquidity purchases to Russia, South
from the system. Now, the
America, etc. To quadruple their
2019 might have seemed like a avalanche has started, and it
purchases from the US would
rollercoaster year to many, but appears that the Fed has no
mean abandoning all the work
intention
of
stopping
it
(but
we
most of it was a simply a
they put in to build new supply
will get to that in a moment).
succession of engineered
lines outside the US market.
distractions and slight changes in
This is not going to happen.
timing to throw analysts off the As long as the Everything
Bubble is imploding, the elites Will Chinese farm purchases
scent of the globalist agenda.
need a distraction of some kind increase? Yes, but only for a
Finally, in the past month we
as well as a scapegoat.
have seen certain plans
short period of time and not to
culminate into events some of us
the level of the agreement. This
always expected. Let’s examine The latest “Phase 1” trade deal means that the Phase 1 deal has
these events and what they mean announcement this month was a built in mechanism for
an epic disappointment to almost collapse, as it relies heavily on
for 2020…
everyone who thought that
China following through with a
maybe
Donald
Trump
was
requirement they can’t or won’t
The Big Fat Trade Deal
fighting the good fight or
honor. I give it a month or two
Farce
8
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before hostilities between the US Like the China trade deal, the
However, the story of Brexit is
and China surface once again. North Korean talks are designed not as simple as this. As with my
to fail. China will not quadruple prediction that Donald Trump
North Korea Nuke Talks its agricultural purchases from would win the 2016 election
the US for any meaningful
(http://www.altCollapse
length of time, and North Korea market.com/articles/2937-brexitwill never voluntarily denuke. aftermath-heres-what-will-happenIn my article ‘Syria And Iran
next), I also correctly predicted
Prove There’s No Chance For
The timing of this implosion in that the Brexit vote would
North Korean Peace‘
succeed (https://altprogress with North Korea is
(https://www.altmarket.com/articles/2931-brexitrather interesting, as it coincided global-trigger-event-fake-out-ormarket.com/articles/3422-syria-a-iranalmost exactly with the weak
prove-theres-no-chance-for-northsomething-else). I predicted these
korean-peace), published in May trade deal with China. If the US events based on the tides of
2018 after the initial nuke deal government sticking its nose
change in public perception and
into the Hong Kong protests has the rise of conservative ideals,
hype, I argued that:
the potential to derail trade talks, but also on the reality that the
North Korea will of course then the US getting aggressive globalists would ALLOW these
with North Korea would be a
refuse disarmament. The
events to occur because they
establishment will push harder, veritable powderkeg. I see
ultimately benefit.
causing North Korea to pull tensions with North Korea as an
extension of tensions with
back from the talks, to
This is not to say that the
reschedule talks multiple times China, as North Korea is
globalists are omnipresent and
or to abandon talks altogether. essentially a satellite state of
control everything; that is not
Then, the establishment will say China. If the globalists want to my argument. I continue to
North Korea is not serious about accelerate the trade war in 2020, believe that the rise in
peace, therefore, the force of all they have to do is ratchet up conservative sentiment in the
action may be justified. They the saber rattling with North
public is largely due to over a
will say they gave North Korea Korea. I believe this was
decade of effort on the part of
a chance to do things the easy ALWAYS the intent; the elites the liberty movement spreading
way, but now the hard way is merely put the plan on pause
the word and fighting back
until now.
necessary….North Korean
against establishment
missile tests will continue, and
propaganda. That said, anyone
new nuke facilities will open. Brexit On The Fast Track who refuses to acknowledge that
Trump will call for the kinetic
the massive rigging in voting
termination of such sites.
I have a love/hate relationship systems today by the
with the proceedings of the
establishment is delusional, to
In December the
Brexit movement. I understand say the least.
denuclearization talks with
that the movement itself is
North Korea have collapsed
mostly grassroots and is
I predicted the Trump and Brexit
(https://www.reuters.com/article/us- legitimate. I also understand that wins based in the theory that the
northkorea-usa/north-koreas-unthe European Union is a
elites would simply step back
envoy-says-denuclearization-offmonstrosity
that
should
be
and not interfere with the vote.
negotiating-table-with-united-statesbroken apart. Finally, I’m a
That they would allow the
idUSKBN1YB0FG). North Korea
longtime
champion
of
national
obvious proliferation of
has indicated they have no
intention of continuing, and the sovereignty, and if the majority conservative thought to run its
of British people want it, then I course, for a little while. Why?
initial deal itself is being
think they should get it.
Because by triggering a crash of
exposed as the fraudulent
the Everything Bubble, they will
nothing-burger it always was.
9
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soon need someone to take the the Brexit will be finalized, and I problem. However, the Fed’s
blame. Why wouldn’t the
see no indication that the EU
repo stimulus and balance sheet
globalists set up their ideological will agree to a diplomatic
increases are not enough to
enemies as the cause of an
separation.
make any difference. Calling
economic crash that THEY
Fed repo actions “Not-QE” is a
created? They have everything The EU will claim they can’t
funny means of pointing out that
to gain.
support any deal from the UK
the Fed is not being
because Brexit “puts the global
straightforward about its
So far, my theory continues to economy at risk”. Brexit will
intentions, but when comparing
prove correct. The trade war is happen anyway, and then the
current repo loans and asset
unequivocally tied to the
current bubble collapse in
purchases to an event like TARP
performance of the economy in Europe will hit main street hard. back in 2008, which by itself
the minds of the masses, and the
injected over $16 Trillion in
mainstream media has made sure
liquidity into the financial
Repo Market Crisis
that this is the case through
system (no audit of the other QE
Looms
steady propaganda. Trump has
programs has yet been
attached the market bubble to
undertaken), the current
The Federal Reserve’s odd
himself by endlessly Tweeting
stimulus is nothing but a drop in
policy behavior over the past
about how he is personally
the ocean.
few years only makes sense if
responsible for the performance
the central bank is TRYING to
of markets, even though during
The creator of the Fed’s repo
create financial crash conditions
his campaign he said that the
loan structure, Zoltan Pozsar,
in a way that is subtle but
markets were a huge bubble that
said the same thing this past
powerful. The initial rate hikes
he didn’t want to inherit. And
week. Zero Hedge examined
and balance sheet cuts into
now, all eyes are on the Brexit as
Pozsar’s analysis in detail
economic weakness and
the conservatives under Boris
(https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it
stimulus addiction set the stage s-about-get-very-bad-repo-marketJohnson have a mandate to force
for the crash in fundamentals
legend-predicts-market-crash-days).
through the Brexit while the
that is happening now. The only He argues that an unprecedented
mainstream predicts economic
question left is, when will they crisis in repo markets looms at
disaster.
allow markets to crash?
the end of this month with loans
coming due and many banks
At the beginning of this year I
We may have some indication holding the wrong type of
predicted that the Brexit would
this December as to the pace of collateral to trade for more cash
ultimately end with a ‘No Deal’
the crash in the Fed’s overnight from the Fed. I suspect that
event (https://altrepo purchases and liquidity
Pozsar’s prediction may be a
market.com/articles/3686-the-globalinjections. As I noted in my
economic-reset-begins-with-anlittle early and that the repo
article ‘The Fed’s Liquidity
engineered-crash). I continue to
crisis will move slower than he
believe this will be the outcome, Injections Are Too Little Too
expects, but not much slower.
because it is the most beneficial Late – But That Was Always The The former fed employee argues
to the globalists. With a No Deal Plan… (https://www.altthat the Fed must unleash REAL
market.com/index.php/articles/3981and an abrupt break from the
the-feds-liquidity-response-is-too-little- QE, with massive amounts of
EU, the elites can accelerate the too-late-but-that-was-always-theliquidity behind it in order to
crash of the economic bubble in plan)’, published in October:
stave off the market collapse that
Europe and the UK while
is set to occur. I predict that the
sticking “populist” movements
Fed will NOT do this, at least
The Fed launched asset
with the blame and the
purchases to make it look like not at levels needed to make
consequences. Now, Johnson’s they care about trying to fix the much of a difference.
conservative majority assures
10
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To put the current repo
purchases in perspective, the
audit of the initial TARP bailout
in 2008 indicates that the Fed
pumped out over $16 trillion in
liquidity, much of it in repo
purchases. The repo purchases
going on the past couple of
months are nothing by
comparison, and are nowhere
near enough to stop the dollar
liquidity crisis. The claim that
the Fed is “ignorant” of this
situation is absurd; the Fed
knows, it just doesn’t care.
The Everything Bubble is
imploding in the background
while the events listed above
provide distraction. If the central
banks really intend to kick the
can on the crash, then they will
have to inject tens of trillions of
dollars into the global system in
the next few months. If they do
not, then we should expect crash
effects to hit the wider public
even more than they already are,
and this will occur in 2020.

Washington Post
Revelations Only
Part of the Story

Source: https://journalneo.org/2019/12/15/washington-postrevelations-only-part-of-the-story/

By James Oneill
The publicity given to the

Washington Post revelations
while welcome, continues to
ignore several major points
about that conflict. It is hardly a
shattering revelation that the
United States government lies.
Nor is it a revelation that their
various schemes to invade or
attack foreign governments are
often ill-conceived, badly
executed, and lack a “what
comes next” strategy.

A major factor influencing the
American decision to invade
Afghanistan was the decision by
the then Taleban government to
award the contract for the
transport of oil and gas from the
Caspian Basin nations via
Afghanistan to the Argentinian
company, Bridas Corporation.

One of the first acts of the US
after the Afghanistan invasion
was to cancel the Bridas
Putting a stop to these endless contract. That company later
invasions, occupations and
successfully sued the United
destructive policies will not
States government for the breach
come about by ignoring their
of its contract, a fact that for
essential character, which is the obvious reasons went almost
furtherance of the economic and completely unreported in the
geopolitical interests, not only of western mainstream media.
the United States government,
but the powerful forces and
A second factor, again ignored
individuals that are the true
by the Washington Post, is
determiners of United States
geography. Look at a map and
foreign policy.
the motives for the American
action immediately become
The Washington Post’s quazi
apparent. Afghanistan shares a
revelations perfectly illustrates border with multiple countries,
the point, not least by ignoring including the United States’
the fundamental facts that
long-term adversaries such as
preceded the invasion of
Iran and China. Some of the
Afghanistan and the present day “Stans” that formed part of the
provide insights into the real
former Soviet Union are now
reasons, plural, for the invasion, central to major non-United
and why the United States will States projects such as the Belt
not voluntarily leave the country, and Road Initiative and the
Trump’s alleged wishes or
Shanghai Cooperation
policies notwithstanding.
Organisation. United States (and
Australian) antipathy to these
The first basic fact to grasp, and projects is well documented.
one that all the commentary on Even India’s North South
the Washington Post revelations Transportation Corridor,
studiously ignore, is that the
extending to Russia and Europe
decision to invade Afghanistan via Iran and Azerbaijan and
was made in mid 2001, long
involving other regional
before the alleged excuse of the countries in the foreseeable
events of 11 September 2001
future (including Afghanistan) is
(“9/11”).
another motive for United States
11
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involvement in the region. It
would be a gross
misunderstanding to assume that
involvement is benign, and the
Washington Post does its readers
no favours by ignoring the
geopolitical realities.

official United States policy
provides cover for deeper US
towards the status of Taiwan that government motives.
has been in place for several
decades.
For these various reasons it
would be naïve to anticipate an
The other factor that the
early negotiated United States
Washington Post articles
withdrawal from Afghanistan.
studiously ignores is the role of Their motives for remaining as
It is for example long-standing Afghanistan as the supplier of long as possible vastly outweigh
United States policy to prevent more than 90% of the world’s
any political or economic cost of
the rise of any serious challenge heroin. That industry was
remaining. It is a point the
to its previous status as the
devastated in the period of
Washington Post studiously
world’s number one hegemon. Taliban rule, but was
ignores. While a critique of
The initial challenge to that
immediately resurrected
cultural insensitivity and poorly
status came from the Soviet
following the United States
motivated troops is justified, it is
Union, which abated during the invasion of Afghanistan. United essentially a minor element in
disastrous Yeltsin years. As
States planes are used to fly in the wider
Russia has been transformed
the chemicals needed to refine geopolitical objectives of the
under the Putin years, and most opium into heroin, and United United States government.
significantly in this context
States planes are used to fly out
developed a weapons system
the refined product for
While the Washington Post is to
that outclasses by a significant worldwide distribution.
be commended for providing
margin anything in the American
some much-needed documentary
arsenal, American attention
Again, the facts are well
evidence as to the United States’
focused more on the rapidly
documented, but the Washington Afghanistan decision making
rising power of China.
Post, along with most of the
process, it would be naïve to
western media, while noting
assume that this is remotely near
This is not to suggest that the
Afghanistan’s central role in the the whole story. As is so often
United States anti-Russian
world heroin supplies,
the case, it is what one is not
hysteria has abated. In fact it has studiously ignored inconvenient told that is frequently more
measurably increased, reaching facts such as the above
important than the limited
manifestly absurd levels.
distribution network, or the
information that is provided.
active role of United States
Not the least of the United States troops, and those of their allies For the same reasons the 19th
motives for remaining in
in protecting opium production. century British made multiple
Afghanistan is to maintain a
invasions of Afghanistan, the
military threat, literally on the None of this should be a surprise combined lure of geography
Chinese border. This has been as the basic facts have been well providing proximity to countries
accompanied by a whole range documented in official United with whom the United States is
of related American manoeuvres, Nations reports for many years. either actively opposing or is
including but not limited to,
When such an obvious fact is
seeking to influence their
sponsoring unrest in Hong
ignored, it immediately calls into internal processes, and the
Kong, increasing its military and question the validity and the
enormously lucrative drug
other provocations in the South motives of the original article. industry, ensures that the United
China Sea, and actions
On the pretext of criticising
States will not voluntarily depart
proximate to the Taiwanese
official government secrecy,
from Afghanistan in the near
border, and in other ways
which is a legitimate criticism, future.
progressively undermining
the Washington Post effectively
12
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strategy”, as if THOSE (just before the invasion). It
The “Afghanistan coherent
are the biggest crimes of NATO dropped to almost nothing by the
Papers”: Deep State in Afghanistan.
end of the year.
narrative
The Guardian articles on the
Since the US took control the
management
release reinforce the official
heroin production of the region
version of 9/11, The WaPo itself has increased almost every year.
drops nods to the mythologised Today, Afghanistan produces
death of Osama Bin Laden.
90% of global heroin.

Source: https://offguardian.org/2019/12/15/theafghanistan-papers-deep-statenarrative-management/

By Kit Knightly

It’s all about enforcing the
establishment line, disguised as
criticism. Real crimes are
ignored, whilst smaller, simpler
“well-intentioned mistakes” are
reluctantly acknowledged.

All this, we are told, while the
most powerful military force on
the planet desperately tries to
stop them. The Taliban did in 6
months what the US army has
been unable to do in 18 years.

Nowhere is the illegality of the
invasion addressed.

They say it, and they expect us
to believe it. It is nonsense.

It’s all just so pathetic. A weak
attempt to clean up a mess
twenty-years in the making.
"A secret history of the war”
The Guardian reports don’t
Feeble efforts establish a
mention
the
word
opium,
which
narrative of false “controversy”
But there’s nothing here that’s
is bad enough. The Washington by presenting us with a fullyreally secret, and very little
actual history. What do they tell Post goes even further – daring formed, ready-meal “alternative
us? Absolutely nothing, except to relate the US Army’s struggle opinion”, so all those people
who fancy themselves antiwhat we’re supposed to believe. to “curb” the spread of the
opium trade.
establishment can gorge on
outrage, whilst never having to
An awful lot of modern
This is an outright lie. Before the do the difficult job of cancelling
“leaks” are no such thing.
They are Orwellian exercises 2001 invasion, the opium trade their newspaper subscriptions or
in controlling the conversation. had been all but destroyed by the doing their own research.
Taliban.
And this is no exception,
Here’s the real “secret history”
carefully making sure the
of the Afganistan war: It wasn’t
“establishment” and the
a failure, it was a success.
“alternative” are joined in the
middle, controlled from the
In every facet, on every front,
same source.
Afghanistan is exactly what
America needed it to be.
It presents apologism,
simplifications and outright
They dripfeed in the blood of
fabrication as if they are
young Americans, they destroy
classified information.
100,000s of Afghan lives, and
they reap the rewards they
Telling us about “bad
The Taliban banned the
always intended to reap:
intelligence” and a “lack of
production of heroin in 2001
The WaPo boldly calls it:

Not once is anyone accused of
war crimes.
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1. The permanent slow-simmer Statement Analysis:
conflict gives them an excuse to
Prince Andrew
keep thousands of US military
personnel in a country which
Interview
borders Iran, Pakistan AND
China. (Not to mention a host of
Source: https://statementex-Soviet states).
analysis.blogspot.com/2019/11/stateme
nt-analysis-prince-andrew.html

2. It keeps military expenditure
By Peter Hyatt
nice and high, so Congressman,
ex-generals and everyone else on
(Editor note, the statement
the boards of Boeing or
analysis is very long therefore
Lockheed Martin get great big
only the conclusions of the
bonuses every year.
analysis is presented here, for
the
full analysis see the source)
3. They have sole access to the
rare-Earth elements and other
vital metals in the Afghan
mountains. Lithium, most
importantly of all.

Analysis Conclusion:
Deception Indicated.

4. They have control of the
The subject would have been
world’s opium industry. A vital better off not doing this
cog in the relations of the US
interview. He has not only
intelligence agencies, and
shown deception, but there may
organised crime. It’s essentially be attendant guilt that warrants
reverse money-laundering –
exploration. By avoiding
turning tax-payer funds into dark addressing the allegation, we
money that can be spent hiring note that he has a need to avoid
mercenaries, organising
it.
assassinations, arranging
coups…or simply be stolen.
The subject is personality driven
to avoid responsibility and to
5. They have access to all the
shift guilt or assign blame to
“radicalised” young men they others. This is very natural to
could ever want. A little Jihadi him.
farm, where “terrorists” can be
named, trained and sent off to
It is likely that his privileged
fight proxy wars in Syria, or
upbringing alleviated him from
spread fear and chaos in the
experiencing many
West.
consequences in life.
Afghanistan is a great asset to
the Empire. The US Deep State
has a spent a fortune making it
so. They could at least be honest
about it.

His use of tangent is skillful.

I believe from this interview that
there are more victims.
It is very likely that he does not
believe his behavior to be
criminal. It is likely that he
cherishes his memories of the
sexual exploitation, as well as
the memory of the victim.
As such, he does not express
sympathy for the victims.
He is like a 60 year old petulant
child who does not understand
why anyone would be bothered
by this behavior.

“Sin Taxes” and
Orwellian Methods
of Compliance that
Feed the
Government’s
Greed

Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/sintaxes-other-orwellian-methodscompliance-feed-governmentgreed/5697380

By John W. Whitehead

“Of all tyrannies, a tyranny
sincerely exercised for the good
He minimizes the sexual abuse
of its victim may be the most
and trafficking of teenaged girls
oppressive. It may be better to
equating it to an embarrassment
live under robber barons than
of his family and his own self.
under omnipotent moral
14
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busybodies. The robber baron’s
cruelty may sometimes sleep, his
cupidity may at some point be
satiated, but those who torment
us for our own good will
torment us without end for they
do so with the approval of their
own conscience.”—C.S. Lewis
“Taxman,” the only song written
by George Harrison to open one
of the Beatles’ albums (it
featured on the band’s 1966
Revolver album), is a snarling,
biting, angry commentary on
government greed and how little
control “we the taxpayers” have
over our lives and our money.
If you drive a car, I’ll tax the
street,
If you try to sit, I’ll tax your
seat.
If you get too cold I’ll tax the
heat,

much better.

taxpayer funds are used, and no
real property rights, but that
doesn’t prevent the government
from fleecing us at every turn.

More than two centuries after
our ancestors went to war over
their abused property rights,
we’re once again being
Think about it.
subjected to taxation without any
real representation, all the while Everything you own can be
the government continues to do seized by the government under
whatever it likes—levy taxes,
one pretext or another (civil
rack up debt, spend outrageously asset forfeiture, unpaid taxes,
and irresponsibly—with little
eminent domain, so-called
concern for the plight of its
public interest, etc.).
citizens.
That house you live in, the car
Because the government’s
you drive, the small (or not so
voracious appetite for money,
small) acreage of land that has
power and domination has
been passed down through your
grown out of control, its agents family or that you scrimped and
have devised other means of
saved to acquire, whatever
funding its excesses and adding money you manage to keep in
to its largesse through taxes
your bank account after the
disguised as fines, taxes
government and its cronies have
disguised as fees, and taxes
taken their first and second and
disguised as tolls, speeding
third cut…none of it is safe from
tickets and penalties.
the government’s greedy grasp.

With every new tax, fine, fee
And then you have all of those
If you take a walk, I’ll tax your and law adopted by our so-called high-handed, outrageously
feet.
representatives, the yoke around manipulative government
the neck of the average
programs sold to the public as a
Don’t ask me what I want it for American seems to tighten just a means of forcing compliance
little bit more.
and discouraging unhealthy
If you don’t want to pay some
behavior by way of taxes, fines,
more
Everywhere you go, everything fees and programs for the
you do, and every which way
“better” good.
‘Cause I’m the taxman, yeah, you look, we’re getting
I’m the taxman.
swindled, cheated, conned,
Surveillance cameras,
robbed, raided, pickpocketed,
government agents listening in
When the Beatles finally started mugged, deceived, defrauded, on your phone calls, reading
earning enough money from
double-crossed and fleeced by your emails and text messages
their music to place them in the governmental and corporate
and monitoring your spending,
top tax bracket, they found the shareholders of the American
mandatory health care, sugary
British government only-toopolice state out to make a profit soda bans, anti-bullying laws,
eager to levy a supertax on them at taxpayer expense.
zero tolerance policies, political
of more than 90%.
correctness: these are all
We have no real say in how the outward signs of a government
Here in America, things aren’t government runs, or how our
—i.e., a societal elite—that
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believes it knows what is best
for you and can do a better job
of managing your life than you
can.

of soda, supposedly in the hopes
of forcing lower-income
communities that struggle with
obesity and diabetes to make
healthier dietary choices by
This is tyranny disguised as “the making the drinks more
better good.”
expensive.

citizenry into complying with
their dictates, because they
believe that only they know
what’s best for you.

It’s this same oppressive mindset
that’s been pushing social credit
systems (here and in China) that
Indeed, this is the tyranny of the The faulty logic behind these sin reward behavior deemed
Nanny State: marketed as
taxes seems to be that if you
“acceptable” and punish
benevolence, enforced with
make it cost-prohibitive for poor behavior the government and its
armed police, and inflicted on all people to pursue unhealthy
corporate allies find offensive,
those who do not belong to the lifestyle choices, they’ll stop
illegal or inappropriate.
elite ruling class that gets to call doing it.
the shots.
It’s the same mindset that
Except it doesn’t really work out supports the government’s
So-called “sin taxes” have
that way.
efforts to compile a growing list
become a particularly popular
—shared with fusion centers and
technique used by the Nanny
Study after study shows that
law enforcement agencies—of
State to supposedly discourage while sales of sugary drinks
ideologies, behaviors,
the populace from engaging in decreased sharply in cities with a affiliations and other
activities that don’t align with soda tax, sales figures spiked at characteristics that could flag
the government’s priorities
stores located outside the city. In someone as suspicious and result
(consuming sugary drinks,
other words, people just shopped in their being labeled potential
smoking, drinking, etc.).
elsewhere.
enemies of the state.
Personally, I don’t think the
government really cares how its
citizens live or die: they just
want more of the taxpayers’
money, and they figure they can
rake it in by using sin taxes to
appeal to that self-righteous
segment of every society that
sees nothing wrong with
imposing their belief systems on
the rest of the populace.

You won’t convince former New It’s the same mindset that has
York mayor Michael Bloomberg government agents spinning a
of this, however. Bloomberg, a sticky spider-web of threat
2020 Democratic presidential
assessments, behavioral sensing
hopeful, believes the
warnings, flagged “words,” and
government needs even greater “suspicious” activity reports
tax powers in order to force
using AI eyes and ears, social
Americans—especially poor
media, behavior sensing
people—to make smarter
software, and citizen spies to
lifestyle choices. “When we
identify potential threats.
raise taxes on the poor, it’s good
because then the poor will live It’s the mindset behind the red
Examples abound.
longer because they can’t afford flag gun laws, growing in
as many things that kill them,” popularity as a legislative means
For instance, a growing number stated Bloomberg.
by which to seize guns from
of cities and states (Washington
individuals viewed as a danger
DC, Philadelphia, San
Folks, this right here is
to themselves or others. “We
Francisco, and Seattle, among everything that is wrong with the need to stop dangerous people
others) have adopted or
power-hungry jackals that aspire before they act”: that’s the
considered imposing taxes on
to run the government today: by rationale behind the NRA’s
sugary drinks, as much as a
hook or by crook, they’re
support of these red flag laws,
dollar more for a two-liter bottle working hard to frogmarch the and at first glance, it appears to
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be perfectly reasonable to want
to disarm individuals who are
clearly suicidal and/or pose an
“immediate danger” to
themselves or others.

All of the incremental bricks that As journalist Gracy Olmstead
have been laid over the years as recognizes, the problem arose
part of the police state’s prison when we looked “first to the
wall—the invasive surveillance, State to care for the situation,
the extremism reports, the civil rather than exercising any sort
unrest, the protests, the
of personal involvement… These
And it’s the same mindset that shootings, the bombings, the
actions reveal a more passive,
allows squadrons of AI censors military exercises and active
isolated attitude. But here,
to shadowban individuals for
shooter drills, the color-coded again, we see the result of
expressing their unfiltered,
alerts and threat assessments, the breakdown in modern American
politically incorrect opinions and fusion centers, the
community—without a sense of
beliefs on social media: all in an transformation of local police
communal closeness or
effort to keep them in line.
into extensions of the military, responsibility, we act as
the distribution of military
bystanders rather than as
Rounding out this dystopian
equipment and weapons to local stewards.”
campaign to impose a chokehold police forces, the government
on the populace is a technology databases containing the names Olmstead continues:
sector that has been colluding
of dissidents and potential
with the government to create a troublemakers—have helped to
[Communitarian libertarian
Big Brother that is all-knowing, acclimate us slowly to a life in Robert] Nisbet predicted that, in
all-seeing and inescapable. It’s prison.
a society without strong private
not just the drones, fusion
associations, the State would
centers, license plate readers,
Funded with our taxpayer
take their place — assuming the
stingray devices and the NSA
dollars and carried out in broad
role of the church, the
that you have to worry about.
daylight without so much as a
schoolroom, and the family,
You’re also being tracked by the general outcry from the
asserting a “primacy of claim”
black boxes in your cars, your citizenry, these prison walls have upon our children. “It is hard to
cell phone, smart devices in your been sold to us as a means of
overlook the fact,” he wrote,
home, grocery loyalty cards,
keeping us safe behind bars and “that the State and politics have
social media accounts, credit
out of reach of danger.
become suffused by qualities
cards, streaming services such as
formerly inherent only in the
Netflix, Amazon, and e-book
Having allowed our fears to be
family or the church.” In this
reader accounts.
codified and our actions
world, the term “nanny state”
criminalized, we now find
takes on a very literal meaning.
Clearly, those helping to erect ourselves in a strange new world
the prison walls that now
where just about everything we Unfortunately, even in the face
enclose us purportedly for our do is criminalized.
of outright corruption and
own good are not people that
incompetency on the part of our
understand the concept of
Even so, how did we go from
elected officials, Americans in
freedom or individual rights.
enacting laws to make our world general remain relatively
safer to being saddled with a
gullible, eager to be persuaded
Unfortunately, this is what
government that polices our
that the government can solve
happens when you empower the social decisions? As with most the problems that plague us,
government and its various
of the problems plaguing us in whether it be terrorism, an
agencies, agents and corporate the American police state, we are economic depression, an
partners to act in loco parentis the source of our greatest
environmental disaster, how or
for an entire nation.
problems.
what we eat or even keeping our
children safe.
17
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We have relinquished control
crashing through our doors to
Therein lies the problem: we
over the most intimate aspects of the rash of innocent citizens
have suspended our moral
our lives to government officials being gunned down by police to consciences in favor of the
who, while they may occupy
the invasive spying on
police state.
seats of authority, are neither
everything we do—is acting
wiser, smarter, more in tune with illogically, even
The choice before us is clear,
our needs, more knowledgeable psychopathically.
and it is a moral choice. It is the
about our problems, nor more
choice between tyranny and
aware of what is really in our
When our own government no freedom, dictatorship and
best interests.
longer sees us as human beings autonomy, peaceful slavery and
with dignity and worth but as
dangerous freedom, and
Yet having bought into the false things to be manipulated,
manufactured pipedreams of
notion that the government does maneuvered, mined for data,
what America used to be versus
indeed know what’s best for us manhandled by police, conned the gritty reality of what she is
and can ensure not only our
into believing it has our best
today.
safety but our happiness and will interests at heart, mistreated, and
take care of us from cradle to
then jails us if we dare step out Most of all, perhaps, the choice
grave—that is, from daycare
of line, punishes us unjustly
before us is that of being a child
centers to nursing homes—we without remorse, and refuses to or a parent, of obeying blindly,
have in actuality allowed
own up to its failings, we are no never questioning, and marching
ourselves to be bridled and
longer operating under a
in lockstep with the police state
turned into slaves at the
constitutional republic.
or growing up, challenging
bidding of a government that
injustice, standing up to tyranny,
cares little for our freedoms or Instead, what we are
and owning up to our
our happiness.
experiencing is a pathocracy: responsibilities as citizens, no
tyranny at the hands of a
matter how painful, risky or
The lesson is this: once a free psychopathic government,
uncomfortable.
people allows the government which “operates against the
inroads into their freedoms or interests of its own people
As author Erich Fromm warned
uses those same freedoms as except for favoring certain
in his book On Disobedience,
bargaining chips for security, groups.”
“At this point in history, the
it quickly becomes a slippery
capacity to doubt, to criticize
slope to outright tyranny.
So where does that leave us?
and to disobey may be all that
stands between a future for
Nor does it seem to matter
Having allowed the government mankind and the end of
whether it’s a Democrat or a
to expand and exceed our reach, civilization.”
Republican at the helm anymore, we find ourselves on the losing
because the bureaucratic mindset end of a tug-of-war over control As I make clear in my book
on both sides of the aisle now
of our country and our lives.
Battlefield America: The War on
seems to embody the same
And for as long as we let them, the American People, if you
philosophy of authoritarian
government officials will
have no choice, no voice, and no
government, whose priorities are continue to trample on our
real options when it comes to the
to remain in control and in
rights, always justifying their
government’s claims on your
power.
actions as being for the good of life, your movements, your
the people.
property and your money, you’re
Modern government in general
not free.
—ranging from the militarized Yet the government can only go
police in SWAT team gear
as far as “we the people” allow. Personally, I’d rather die a free
18
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man having lived according to
my own dictates (within the
bounds of reasonable laws) than
live as a slave chained up in a
government prison.

WESTERN
LEADERS,
SCREW YOUR
‘SANCTIONS
TARGET THE
REGIME’
BLATHER:
SANCTIONS KILL
PEOPLE

Source:
https://ingaza.wordpress.com/2019/12/
16/western-leaders-screw-yoursanctions-target-the-regime-blathersanctions-kill-people/

By Eva Bartlett
The US has a favourite tool for
bullying non-compliant nations:
sanctions. Sanctions inflict
considerable suffering, even
death, on ordinary people in
targeted nations. Yet those
defiant nations persist and resist.
A recent opinion piece in the
Washington Post proposing a
new oil-for-food scheme, this
time in Venezuela, surprisingly
acknowledges that sanctions

“can also end up harming the
people that they intend to
protect.”

gastroenterology practise.

In 2015, visiting Damascus’
University Hospital, where bed
Okay, first off, we know there is after bed was occupied by a
no intention of “protecting”
child maimed by terrorists’
civilians in any of the countless shelling (from Ghouta), a nurse
countries targeted by Western
told me:
sanctions. Do Western talking
heads really think we’ve
“We have so many difficulties to
forgotten the half-a-million dead ensure that we have antibiotics,
Iraqi children, thanks to US
specialized medicines,
sanctions?
maintenance of the equipment…
Because of the sanctions, many
Yet, ask a Western leader about parts are not available, we have
crippling sanctions placed on
difficulties obtaining them.”
nations which don’t bow to
Imperial demands and you’ll be Visiting a prosthetic limbs
met with some nonsensical
factory in Damascus in 2016, I
explanation that sanctions only was told that, due to the
target ‘regimes’ and ‘terrorists,’ sanctions, smart technology and
not the people.
3D scanners –used to determine
the exact location where a limb
I’ve lived in, spent considerable should be fixed– were not
time in, or visited areas under
available. Considering the over
sanctions and siege, and I’ve
eight years of war and terrorism
seen first hand how sanctions are in Syria, there are untold
a form of terrorism, choking
numbers of civilians and soldiers
civilians, depriving them of
in need of this technology to
basic and urgent medical care, simply get a prosthetic limb
food, employment, and travel
fixed so they can get on with
entitlements that many of us in their lives. But no, America’s
Western nations take for granted. concern for the Syrian people
means that this, too, is near
When I was in Syria last
impossible.
October, a man told me his wife
had been diagnosed with breast In 2018, Syria’s minister of
cancer, but because of the
health told me Syria had
sanctions he couldn’t get her the formerly been dubbed by the
conventional treatments most in World Health Organization a
the West would avail of.
“pioneer state” in providing
health care.
In 2016, in Aleppo, before it was
liberated of al-Qaeda and co, Dr. “Syria had 60 pharmaceutical
Nabil Antaki told me how –
factories and was exporting
because of the sanctions– it had medicine to 58 countries. Now,
taken him well over a year to get 16 of these factories are out of
a simple part for his
service. Terrorists partially or
19
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fully destroyed 46 hospitals and precisely because of the
Venezuela’s Foreign Minister,
620 medical centres.”
sanctions, Syria recently opened Jorge Arreaza, said during that
its first anti-cancer drugs factory. visit:
I asked the minister about the
President Assad is, again,
complex in Barzeh, targeted
looking rather good to Syrians.
“We told [American diplomat
with missile strikes by the US
and Trump envoy] Mr Elliott
and allies in April 2018. Turns
Abrams,
‘the coup has failed, so
UN expert: Sanctions on
out it was part of the Ministry of
now what are you going to do?’
Venezuela “a form of
Health, and manufactured cancer
He kind-of nodded and said,
terrorism”
treatment medications, as well as
‘Well, this is going to be a longantidotes for snake or scorpion
term action, then, and we are
Alfred
de
Zayas,
the
human
bites/stings, the antidote also
looking forward to the collapse
serving as a basic material in the rights lawyer and former UN
of your economy.’”
manufacture of many medicines. official, aptly calls sanctions a
form of terrorism, “because they Indeed, that collapse would
invariably impact, directly or
Last year, Syrian-American
come about precisely due to the
indirectly,
the
poor
and
doctor Hussam al-Samman told
immoral US sanctions against
me about his efforts to send to vulnerable.”
the Venezuelan people.
Syria chemotherapy medications
for cancer patients in remission. Earlier this year, The Center for
North Korean Youth:
Economic and Policy Research
He jumped through various
Sanction the USA
hoops of America’s unforgiving estimated 40,000 deaths had
bureaucracy, to no avail. It was occurred due to sanctions in
After visiting Korea’s north in
never possible in the first place. 2017-2018.
August 2017, in a photo essay I
“We managed to get a meeting
in the White House. We met Rob
Malley, a top-notch assistant or
adviser of Obama at that time. I
asked them: ‘How in the world
could your heart let you block
chemotherapy from going to
people with cancer in Syria?’

While in Venezuela in March
this year, I spoke with people
from poor communities about
the effects of sanctions. Most I
met were very well aware of the
US economic war against their
country, and rallied alongside
their government.

They said: ‘We will not allow One woman told me:
Bashar al-Assad to have
anything that will make people “If you don’t have water, don’t
love him. We will not support have electricity, the basics, how
would you feel, as a mother?
anything that will help Bashar
This makes some of the
al-Assad look good’.”
population, that doesn’t
understand about the sanctions,
(Dr Husam al-Samman on Syrian
blame the government.”
Health Care System, Criminal Western
Sanctions, War on Syria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DHhvSvl4XCs&feature=youtu.be)

Fast forward to the present: in
spite of the sanctions, or

(Venezuela Mother: This Is A
Psychological & Economic War on us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jaN--HiEqOM&feature=youtu.be)
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noted:
“The criminal sanctions against
the North, enforced since 1950,
making even more difficult the
efforts to rebuild following
decimation. The sanctions are
against the people, affecting all
sectors of life.”
And although most I met there
were proud of their country’s
achievements in spite of the
sanctions, they were also vocal
about the injustice of being
bombed to near decimation and
then sanctioned.
In a Pyongyang Middle School,
to my questions about the
sanctions, a girl replied:
“The sanctions are not fair, our
people have done nothing wrong
to the USA.”
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Another boy spoke of the silence were sanctions lifted, making it
around America’s use of nuclear easier for companies outside of
bombs on civilians:
Syria to invest.
“Why do people all over the
world give us sanctions? Why
can’t we put sanctions on the
US?”

But Syria is managing, with its
allies’ support, including that of
North Korea, and due to the
steadfastness of the heroic
Syrian people, and its leadership.
Likewise, Venezuela and North
Korea, facing America’s
economic war and endless
propagandistic rhetoric, continue
to resist.

In each of these countries, I’ve
met well-informed people who
are fighting the sadism of the
sanctions, and who are
Dr. Kim Un-Song: “The sanctions are
determined to remain free of US
inhumane and against human rights.”
tyranny.
© Eva Bartlett
At the Okryu Children’s
Hospital, Doctor Kim Un-Song
said:
“As a mother, I feel extremely
angry at the sanctions against
the DPRK, even blocking
medicine and instruments for
children. This is inhumane and
against human rights.”
As with Syria, sanctions on the
DPRK prevent further entry to
Korea of hospital machinery, as
well as replacement parts.

Defying the sanctions
In spite of draconian sanctions,
Syria, the DPRK and Venezuela
continue to resist. After fighting
international terrorism since
2011, Syria is rebuilding in
liberated areas. That process
could proceed more quickly
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